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Market Moves

Equities: Following a strong close overnight in Asia, European stock
markets are opening in the positive territory this morning on signs
the EU’s economy is slowly recovering, ahead of the release of the US
Federal Reserve's preferred inflation measure. Data released first
thing this morning shows that the U.K. consumer confidence
rebounded in February, with the UK consumer confidence index
climbing seven points to minus 38. While this is still close to the
historic lows triggered by the cost-of-living crisis, it still represented a
10-month high. The forward looking German GfK consumer climate
index also improved to -30.5 in March, from -33.8 the previous
month. Against this German growth data was less encouraging, as
the Eurozone’s largest economy contracted 0.4% in the final quarter
of last year, which resulted in just 0.3% annual growth. This is
however historic data and the market is focused now on forward
views and so is opening more positive. 
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Key Events to Watch

Fixed income: Following the release of the European data the bond
markets are focused today towards the US, the world’s largest economy.
Following the release last night of a ;larger fall in unemployment claims
which are pointing to an extremely strong labour market  Today the US will
release the details of the core personal consumption expenditures price
index for January. This is the inflation gauge the U.S. central bank studies
the most closely. The index is expected to be up 4.3% on a year earlier,
compared with 4.4% the previous month, suggesting inflation will be tricky
to tame. It does appear if the index appears as expected that much of the
anticipated rate increases are being anticipated in the bond market and
the bond prices are reflecting the situation. Both EU and US bond markets
are still expected to increase rates this year but expectations remain that
by early 2024 rates will start to turn down. 

Currencies: The dollar is likely to build on its recent gains in the
weeks ahead as there aren't many catalysts for bears to latch onto
that could sway expectations for the three more Fed Reserve rate
hikes. All eyes on the US inflation data today

Looking Ahead: The coming week has a raft of economic data with
German retail sales, French CPI , US Chicago PMI's to name but a few. In
the stock market companies reporting include; Smith & Nephew, Travis
Perkins,  Persimmon , Taylor Wimpey , Cairn homes (irl) , Grafton group,
Flutter entertainment,  and CRH 

24/02/2023 - US NEW HOME SALES
24/02/2023 - US personal income & spending rates
27/02/2023 - US Core Durable goods report
28/02/2023 - German retail sales & French CPI

Aer Lingus & IAG
Aer Lingus & British Airways owner IAG swung to a full year profit as
international travel recovered from the Covid pandemic and it announced it
had agreed to buy out the 80% of Air Europa it does not own for €400m in a
move to turn Madrid into a major airport hub. The group, which also owns
Iberia, reported an operating profit of €1.25bn in 2022 as Covid travel
restrictions were lifted, compared with a loss of €2.7bn a year earlier. The
group reported that " Further recovery in profits expected in 2023, with full
year operating profit before exceptional items expected to be in the range of
€1.8-2.3bn, based on current foreign exchange rates and jet fuel forward
prices. However, we are mindful of uncertainty in the macro environment and
fuel and non-fuel cost inflation". With regard to Aer Lingus they reported an
operating profit before exceptional items of €45 million for 2022, following
two years of losses. Passenger revenue for the year rose to €1.68 billion as
the airline continued to recover from the pandemic restrictions. in fact the
results show that Aer Lingus in Q4 achieved the 2019 capacity levels and was
on track to excead those levels this year. As part of this drive they announced
.that they are putting additional capacity on its European routes this year and
adding three new summer routes to Kos in Greece and Sardinia as well as
Brindisi in Italy. at the same time they said that the new Manchester base is
performing well and expected to help drive passenger numbers. 
Losses before exceptional items of €95m in the first half of the year were
offset by €139 million operating profit before exceptional items in quarter
three and followed by €1m operating profit before exceptional items in
quarter four. IAG's share price , which has been up over 49% in the last six
months eased a little in early trade.  

I-RES REIT
The countries largest residential property owner announced a strong set of
figures for 2022. Revenue from investment properties was €84.9 million up
6.5% on 2021. Occupancy levels increased year-on-year to 99.4%. As of the
end of December last year, I-RES' portfolio comprised 3,938 residential rental
homes and ancillary commercial space, with a total value of €1.5 billion at a
gross yield of 5.9%. The board said it intends to declare a dividend of 2.81
cents per share for the period ended 31 December 2022 on, or about, 24
February 2023. The share price have opened broadly unchanged. 

https://www.investing.com/economic-calendar/gfk-consumer-confidence-330
https://www.investing.com/economic-calendar/gfk-german-consumer-climate-359
https://www.investing.com/economic-calendar/german-gdp-131
https://www.investing.com/economic-calendar/core-pce-price-index-905
https://www.investing.com/central-banks/fed-rate-monitor
https://www.investing.com/economic-calendar/fed-interest-rate-decision-168

